
   1. Get to know the characters in The Magnificent 
Makers #5: Race Through Space.

a. Who is Pablo? Draw an outline of a human 
figure, which will represent Pablo, on a 
large piece of paper. Write any known 
details about Pablo inside the outline. 
Outside the outline, discuss and write any 
questions about Pablo that you might have.  
Repeat the steps for Violet and Deepak. 

   2. Why are the students of Newburg Elementary out in the 
center of the Newburg Meadow?

a. Imagine that you are Mr. Eng and create a flyer about 
this field trip to tell students and families what to expect. Be sure to use 
specifics from the book where applicable.

   3. According to Pablo, what is a meteor shower?

a. Go to YouTube and search for videos of meteor showers to see one for yourself. How would you 
describe a meteor shower to someone who has never seen one?

b. Search online for when the next meteor shower will be visible from your town. Be sure to note 
the best days and times to view the most activity. Maybe you could plan your own field trip.

   4. Find a map of our solar system online. Create your own a diagram of our solar system, including all 
the objects listed in “A Space Case: Name That Object” on page 10. 

a. Can you name all eight planets in our solar system?

b. For their third challenge, the kids travel to three different planets. They must then         
guess which planets they are observing. Create a list of observations the kids make 
while visiting each planet.

c. Draw a picture of each planet, based on the description in the 
book. Label your drawing.

d. Imagine that you are in the Maker Maze, and you visit 
the additional five planets in the solar system. Research the 
remaining planets. Create a list of observations you might  
make while visiting each planet and draw a picture to  
accompany your observations.
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  5. In the Maker Maze, the kids and Dr. Crisp travel via wormholes. What are wormholes? 
Do wormholes really exist? Do some research to find out.

  6. Why does Pablo feel disappointed in himself while in the Maker Maze? What hurtful words did 
Pablo’s cousins say to him about being an astronaut? Why does the comment from his cousins 
bother Pablo so much? What does Dr. Crisp say that makes Pablo feel better?

  7.  What scary fact about black holes does Pablo share with Violet at the beginning of chapter one? 
What do black holes do to dark energy?

a.  Dr. Crisp uses a sheet, a large black ball, and marbles to demonstrate how black holes and 
dark energy interact. What does each item represent, and what do the kids learn about how 
dark energy, black holes, and space objects interact?

  8. Create your own board game version of the Maker Maze in which players help Pablo, Violet, 
and Deepak travel through the space challenges using board game elements (cards, pathways, 
challenges, dice, a timer, etc.). 

  9. Dr. Crisp invites the kids to suggest a topic to the golden Maker Manual. Pablo suggests space 
because they were just about to watch a meteor shower. What topic would you like to explore in 
the Maker Maze?  

a. Based on your topic, design a few challenges that you might face in your own Maker Maze.

b. Write a story about Pablo, Violet, and Deepak in your newly designed Maker Maze.
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